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ABSTRACT
Capital assets, such as wind turbines and ships, require maintenance throughout their long lifetimes.
Assets usually need to go offline to perform maintenance, and such downs can be either scheduled or
unscheduled. Since different components in an asset have different maintenance policies, it is key to have
a maintenance program in place that coordinates the maintenance policies of all components, to minimize
costs associated with maintenance and downtime. Single-component maintenance policies have been
developed for decades, but such policies do not usually allow coordination between different components
within an asset. We study a periodic maintenance policy and a condition-based maintenance policy in
which the scheduled downs can be coordinated between components. In both policies, we assume that
at unscheduled downs, a minimal repair is performed to keep the unscheduled downtime as short as
possible. Both policies can be evaluated exactly using renewal theory, and we show how these policies can
be used as building blocks to design and optimize maintenance programs for multi-component assets.

1. Introduction

Capital assets, such as ships, production lines, wind turbines,
or weapon systems, require maintenance throughout their long
lifetimes. Capital assets are crucial to the primary processes of
their users, so unexpected failures that lead to an unscheduled
downtime of an asset have a large negative impact. Therefore,
asset owners prefer to perform preventive maintenance to avoid
unscheduled downs. This has many advantages over corrective
maintenance: Maintenance may be performed at moments that
the capital asset is not being used anyway or when it can be
shut down without incurring high downtime costs. Further-
more, collateral damage on other components can be avoided,
and required resources, such as spare parts, service engineers,
and tooling, can be available at the right place at the right time.
Finally, maintenance on multiple components can be clustered;
we come back to this point below.

Historically, periodic maintenance has been prevalent. Main-
tenance is then triggered by a usage-relatedmeasure such as cal-
endar time in service, number of sheets printed, or running time.
The first models were proposed over 50 years ago by Barlow
and Hunter (1960). Condition-based maintenance is becoming
more popular, as the condition of components becomes easier
and cheaper to measure with modern sensor technology. It can
be measured, for example, by the concentration of ferrous parti-
cles in lubrication fluid, the vibration amplitude, or the temper-
ature at moments of peak load. A sensor may be installed that
measures continuously or the condition may be inspected with
a certain interval. Condition monitoring may not be possible
(cost effectively) for all components in a capital asset. Therefore,
a periodic or corrective maintenance policy is used for some
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components, while a condition-based maintenance policy is
used for other components.

Since a system usually needs to be down in order to replace
or maintain any of its components, although the consequences
of downtime are typically severe, maintenance programs are
usually designed for systems as a whole. Downtime, especially
unscheduled downtime, and maintenance costs then need to be
balanced. Therefore, maintenance programs often have sched-
uled downs (also called scheduled downtimes) during which
it is possible to do maintenance, inspections, and/or replace-
ments for any component in the system. At these moments,
we need to perform maintenance in such a way that the risk of
an unscheduled down due to failure before the next scheduled
down is minimized. We are aware of one work in which a
maintenance program is optimized for a multi-component
system in which different components may require different
maintenance policies: Zhu (2015). Our approach is in-line with
his, in that we propose two single component models, one for
periodic preventive maintenance and one for condition-based
maintenance, that can be used in a larger framework to optimize
a maintenance program for a complete system. We discuss the
work of Zhu (2015) in more detail in Section 2.

The periodic maintenance model that we propose is a gen-
eralization of the block replacement policy with minimal repair
upon failure (Policy II of Barlow and Hunter (1960)). In the
latter policy, there is a schedule with a certain interval τ at
which a component is replaced. If the component fails during
an interval, then a minimal repair is performed, meaning that
the component’s state is restored to a state that is statistically
identical to the state just prior to the component’s failure. In
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other words, the failure rate immediately after the minimal
repair is equal to that just before the failure. Our policy has
an additional control parameter n that differs per component:
A component is replaced after every nτ time units if nothing
happens; i.e., at every nth scheduled down. If a failure occurs at
some point, then a minimal repair is performed immediately,
and at the next scheduled down, a replacement is performed.
Notice that throughout this article, at scheduled downs, rather
than replacements, a repair or preventive maintenance action
may be performed that brings the state of the component back
to as good as new. From a modeling point of view, this is an
equivalent procedure.

The condition-based model that we propose uses the delay
timemodel tomodel degradation (DTM; introduced byChrister
(1982) and Christer and Waller (1984)). This is a semi-Markov
model, in which a component can be in three different states:
good, defect, and failed. The time a component remains in the
good state after replacement, known as the time-to-defect, is
assumed to be exponential. This assumption is natural in several
common settings. For example, when manual inspections are
performed on many components, it is often not possible to
measure and store the exact degradation level. Therefore, it is
only checked if the degradation has passed a certain threshold.
This means that although the degradation may follow a certain
process, from a planning point of view, the time-to-defect is
random. When the component becomes defective, there is a
generally distributed time-to-failure, also known as the delay
time. We assume that defects are not self-announcing, whereas
failures do have that property. Therefore, we require inspections
to find defects. These are performed at every nth scheduled
down; i.e., after every nτ time units. If the component turns out
to be defective, it is replaced. If a component fails between two
inspection moments, then a minimal repair is performed and
the component is replaced at the next scheduled down.

The key contributions of this article are as follows. We pro-
pose two single-item maintenance models with minimal repair,
which means that (i) these models are useful in practice in sit-
uations where performing a complete repair or replacement is
too time-consuming to perform outside of a scheduled down;
and (ii) we can evaluate the models exactly, which is not possi-
ble for the models that Zhu (2015) proposes. Furthermore, (iii)
by design, these models are fit for use in the optimization of a
maintenance program for a multi-component asset.

The remainder of this article is structured as follows. In
Section 2, we review the related literature, focusing on multi-
component maintenance optimization. Our key contribution,
the periodic and condition-based models that we propose, are
in Sections 3 and 4, respectively. Next, in Section 5, we give
examples of how our models can be used and how they can
be combined to optimize a multi-component maintenance
program. We conclude in Section 6.

2. Literature

There is a considerable amount of literature on single-
component maintenance optimization, starting with the work
on optimizing the periodic maintenance interval by Barlow and
Hunter (1960, Policy I). We will not treat these models here; we
refer to any textbook on reliability engineering or maintenance

optimization (e.g., Jardine and Tsang (2006) and Pintelon and
van Puyvelde (2006)). However, the block replacement policy is
a relevant single-component maintenance model, as explained
in Section 1: If there are many identical components, then it
makes sense to preventively replace all of them at the same time.
Therefore, the block policy is also a single-item maintenance
policy that can be used for multi-item maintenance optimiza-
tion. The block replacement policy with minimal repairs upon
failure was introduced by Barlow and Hunter (1960, Policy II)
and with complete repairs or, equivalently, replacements by Bar-
low and Proschan (1965, pp. 95–96). The (analysis of) the block
policy has been extended to allow not preventively replacing just
after a corrective replacement (Berg and Epstein, 1976; Bajestani
and Banjevic, 2016), opportunistic inspections for latent fail-
ures between periodic replacement times (Taghipour and Ban-
jevic, 2012), imperfect repairs (which is between replacement
and minimal repair; De Toledo et al. (2016)), and unpunctual
implementation of periodic replacement times (He et al., 2017).

The condition-based maintenance model that we propose
builds on the delay time degradation model as proposed by
Christer (1982). Recent contributions in delay time models
include Driessen et al. (2017), who allowed for imperfect
inspections whose probability of misreading change over time;
Jiang (2017), who allowed for postponing the time until the first
inspection; and Yang et al. (2017), who extended the degrada-
tion model to allow for sudden shock failure. None of these
models ensure that the inspection schedule remains unchanged
after an unexpected event such as a failure, whereas the model
we propose in this article does so. This allows us to coordinate
inspections over multiple components to leverage economic
dependence.

Almost all real-life systems consist of multiple different com-
ponents, so that it is not only relevant to decide on which
maintenance policy to use for each component (e.g., corrective
maintenance, periodic maintenance, or condition-based main-
tenance) and to optimize the policy per component but also to
cluster the maintenance of different components. The reason to
cluster maintenance on multiple components is the dependen-
cies between components. Often, three types of dependencies
are considered (see, e.g., Thomas (1986), Nicolai and Dekker
(2008), and Van Horenbeek and Pintelon (2013)): economic,
structural, and stochastic dependencies. Economic dependence
is virtually always present: It means that the costs of performing
two maintenance actions at the same time are not the same as
the summation of the costs of performing each of the twomain-
tenance actions. Most common is a positive economic depen-
dency when there are setup costs that are shared. For example,
a service engineer needs to go to the capital asset only once
to perform two maintenance actions. Structural dependence
means that the structure of the asset is such that to maintain
one component, another may need to be dismantled (see, e.g.,
Levi et al. (2014)). Finally, stochastic dependencemeans that the
degradation processes of different components are correlated.
This usually happens when the degradation level of one com-
ponent accelerates the degradation of another component (see,
e.g., Bian and Gebraeel (2014) or Liu et al. (2016)).

All three types of dependencies have been discussed in the
literature on multi-component maintenance optimization. This
literature has been reviewed several times; see, for instance,
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Thomas (1986) and Nicolai and Dekker (2008). Both reviews
are structured based on the dependencies. Interestingly, the
former review does not mention condition-based maintenance
at all, whereas the latter review mentions only one paper in
which condition-based maintenance is considered.

We further focus on economic dependence, since that is the
type of dependence that we also consider. We note that virtu-
ally all of this literature considers multiple components that all
use the samemaintenance policy.Many authors have considered
clustering of maintenance on components that each use a peri-
odic maintenance policy. Older examples are Van Dijkhuizen
and van Harten (1997) and Wildeman et al. (1997), and newer
examples include Levi et al. (2014), Barron (2015), and Zhang
andYang (2015). Only a few articles consider clustering ofmain-
tenance on components that each use a condition-basedmainte-
nance policy. Examples are Castanier et al. (2005), Tian and Liao
(2011), De Jonge et al. (2016), andOldeKeizer et al. (2016). Olde
Keizer et al. (2017) review this literature.

To the best of our knowledge, the only work in which the
maintenance program is optimized for a complete system that
consists of components with different maintenance policies is
the Ph.D. thesis of Zhu (2015). He proposed a framework that
functions as follows. Maintenance moments, called scheduled
downs, are scheduled for the complete capital asset at constant
intervals of length τ . In addition, unscheduled downsmay occur
due to failures in components. At both scheduled and unsched-
uled downs, maintenance can be performed at each of the com-
ponents for which a periodic or condition-based maintenance
policy is selected (the single-item models per component have
also been published as Zhu et al. (2016) and Zhu et al. (2017),
respectively). The long-term average costs per time unit can
be evaluated for each of the components for a given τ . Sum-
ming those costs for all components and adding joint setup costs
(translated to costs per time unit) leads to the total costs per time
unit for the complete asset. τ is then increased in small steps
between a lower and an upper bound to find the approximately
optimal scheduled downs interval τ . It is approximately optimal
for two reasons: First, τ is varied in small steps, whereas the true
optimummay be between two steps. Second, the cost evaluation
for each component using a periodic or condition-based main-
tenance policy is approximate.

Our approach is similar to that of Zhu (2015). However,
there are two key differences. First, the single-component mod-
els that we propose can be evaluated exactly, often in closed
form, thus removing the second type of approximation made by
Zhu (2015). Since the step size, and thus the first approxima-
tion, can be arbitrarily small, this allows for an arbitrarily close
approximation of the true optimal cost rate for a complete asset.

Second, we use scheduled downs as opportunities to perform
maintenance on all components, but we do not use unsched-
uled downs as such opportunities. In the settings that we have
in mind, ship maintenance, for instance, performing a minimal
repair and having the system running again is of key impor-
tance and often the only thing that is possible, as the resources
required for full replacement or maintenance are not available
except during scheduled downtimes.

3. Periodic-usage-basedmaintenancemodel

In this section, we present the first single-item mainte-
nance model we propose. We consider a component with a
random lifetime, T , with distribution P(T ≤ x) = FT (x), den-
sity fT (x) = dFT (x)/dx, and failure rate (or hazard rate)
hT (x) = fT (x)/(1− FT (x)). Every τ time units, there is a
scheduled down, during which this component can undergo
planned replacement to restore the component to as-good-as-
new condition. We propose the following policy: After the pre-
ventive replacement of a component, we replace it preventively
again at the nth scheduled down, n ∈ N. If the component fails
before the nth scheduled down, we apply a minimal repair and
replace at the next scheduled down. Such a minimal repair will
bring the condition of a component back to a condition that is
statistically identical to the state just prior to its failure. That
is, after a minimal repair, the remaining lifetime distribution
of component is identical to the remaining lifetime distribution
conditional on no failure having yet occurred. We call this the
Periodic-Usage-BasedMaintenance (PUBM) policy. A schematic
representation of a sample path under the PUBM policy is given
in Figure 1. A planned preventive replacement at a scheduled
down costs Cp ≥ 0, whereas a replacement after a failure has
occurred costsCu ≥ 0. Each minimal repair costsCr ≥ 0.

We note that the PUBM policy may not perform better than
classic policies, such as the age replacement policy in all set-
tings. However, due to its periodic nature, it can leverage eco-
nomic dependencies between different components in a system,
whereas the age replacement policy cannot do so.

Note that both n and τ are policy parameters subject to
optimization. (In a multi-component system, τ will be com-
mon among different components, but n can be unique to each
component.) Observe further that if n = 1, the PUBM policy
reduces to a block policywithminimal repair. Similarly, if τ → 0
and n→∞ such that nτ → t , then the PUBM policy reduces
to a regular age-based policy with replacement age t . Thus, the
PUBMpolicy also applies to settings where the classic age-based
policy and block replacement policy with minimal repair apply.

Initial 
replacement

Time

Second 
replacement

X

Unexpected failure; 
perform minimal repair

0

Third 
replacement

Fifth 
replacement

Fourth 
replacement

n=2

τ 2τ 3τ 4τ 5τ 6τ 7τ

Figure . Sample path of the PUBM policy with n = 2.
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3.1. Performance evaluation

Observe that the cost incurred by a PUBM policy can be
described by a renewal reward process. The renewal points are
the moments where a component is replaced at a scheduled
downtime. The expected renewal cycle length, ECL, for a PUBM
policy is found by conditioning on the interval in which a com-
ponent fails for the first time:

ECL =
n−1∑
k=1

kτP ((k− 1)τ ≤ T ≤ kτ )+ nτP(T ≥ (n− 1)τ )

=
n−1∑
k=1

kτ [FT (kτ )− FT ((k− 1)τ )]

+ nτ (1− FT ((n− 1)τ )). (1)

It is more involved to determine the cost during a renewal cycle.
The crux is finding the expected number ofminimal repairs that
will be conducted during a renewal cycle. For the exposition, it
is useful to introduce the random variableY (t1, t2) that denotes
the number ofminimal repairs in the interval (t1, t2) that belong
to a renewal cycle that started at time 0 (t1 < t2 < nτ ). (Note
that minimal repairs in the interval (t1, t2) that occur after a
renewal after time 0 but before time t1 do not belong in the
first renewal cycle.) The expected number of minimal repairs in
the interval (0, τ ) is given by E[Y (0, τ )] under this new defini-
tion. Observe that (cf. Barlow andHunter (1960))E[Y (0, τ )] =∫ τ

x=0 hT (x)dx, as Y (0, τ ) corresponds with the number of min-
imal repairs in a block replacement policy with block length
τ . The expression for E[Y ((k− 1)τ, kτ )] with k ≥ 1 is slightly
more complicated and given in Proposition 1.

Proposition 1. The expected number of minimal repairs under
a PUBM policy in the interval ((k− 1)τ, kτ ) for k ∈ {1, . . . , n}
that belong to a renewal cycle started at time 0 satisfies

E[Y ((k− 1)τ, kτ )] = (1− FT ((k− 1)τ ))

∫ kτ

x=(k−1)τ
hT (x)dx.

(2)

Proof. We condition on whether the renewal cycle that starts at
time 0 is still ongoing in the interval ((k− 1)τ, kτ ):

E[Y ((k− 1)τ, kτ )]
= E[Y ((k− 1)τ, kτ )|T > (k− 1)τ ]P(T > (k− 1)τ )

+ E[Y ((k− 1)τ, kτ )|T ≤ (k− 1)τ ]P(T ≤ (k− 1)τ )

= E[Y ((k− 1)τ, kτ )|T > (k− 1)τ ](1− FT ((k− 1)τ ))

= (1− FT ((k− 1)τ ))

∫ kτ

x=(k−1)τ
hT (x)dx. (3)

The first equality uses the law of total probability; the second
follows because E[Y ((k− 1)τ, kτ )|T ≤ (k− 1)τ ] = 0 by defi-
nition of the PUBM policy. �

Now it is straightforward to verify that the expected costs
during a renewal cycle, ECC, of the PUBM policy satisfy

ECC = CpP(T ≥ nτ )+CuP(T < nτ )

+ Cr

n∑
k=1

E[Y ((k− 1)τ, kτ )]. (4)

Now by renewal reward theory (e.g., Theorem 2.2.1 of Tijms
(2003)), the average cost rate of a PUBM policy with parame-
ters n and τ is given by CPUBM(n, τ ) = ECC/ECL where ECL
is given by Equation (1) and ECC is given by Equation (4) with
E[Y ((k− 1)τ, kτ )] as given in Proposition 1.

Remark 1: The computation of E[Y ((k− 1)τ, kτ )] can
be done in closed form if T has a Weibull distribution.
In particular, it is straightforward to show that if FT (x) =
1− exp(−(x/α)β ), with α, β > 0, then E[Y ((k− 1)τ, kτ )] =
exp(−(x/α)β )α−β[(kτ )β − ((k− 1)τ )β]. Thus, when the
lifetime of a component has a Weibull distribution, the perfor-
mance of any given PUBM policy can be evaluated exactly in
closed form.

3.2. Optimization

The optimization of the PUBM policy (minimization of
CPUBM(n, τ )) is difficult because CPUBM(n, τ ) is usually multi-
modal. This is illustrated in Figure 2 for a component with

Figure . The cost of a PUBM policy for different values of n and optimized over n ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5} for a Weibull distribution with shape β = 5 and scale α = 50 with
Cp = 1000,Cu = 1500, andCr = 600.
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Figure . The cost of a PUBM policy for n = 2 for a Weibull distribution with shape β = 5 and scale α = 50 withCp = 1000,Cu = 1500, andCr = 600. The cost of each
term is also shown.

a Weibull-distributed lifetime. The multi-modal behavior of
CPUBM(n, τ ) in τ for a given n is due to the cost of minimal
repairs, as can be seen in Figure 3 for an example with n = 2.
This behavior occurs because the hazard rate of theWeibull dis-
tribution grows quickly in time proportional to xβ−1: If a part is
not replaced at the first scheduled down after an initial replace-
ment, then the number of minimal repairs during the second
interval of length τ quickly increases. However, the probability
of a component surviving beyond the first scheduled down also
quickly decreases to zero as τ increases. In this regime, a compo-
nent will not usually remain functional beyond the first sched-
uled down, so that the high minimal repair costs in the second
interval can be avoided.

In general, optimizing a PUBMpolicy requires enumeration.
Usually there are practical reasons to optimize τ on some grid
(e.g., weeks or months). Let ε denote the granularity of the grid
and let τm = mε for m ∈ N. A heuristic that is much quicker
than enumeration and finds the optimal solution in all cases
we have studied is the following: For each τm on the grid,
one may find a (near) optimal n∗m by computing CPUBM(k, τ )

for k = 1, . . . until CPUBM(k+ 1, τ ) ≥ CPUBM(k, τ ) and use
n∗m = k as the optimal number of downs between planned
inspections for the given τm. This procedure can be further
accelerated when the grid size is sufficiently small: if n∗m is
optimal for τm, then n∗m+1 ∈ {n∗m, n∗m − 1}. This procedure (for
sufficiently small grid size) is outlined in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Optimization ofCPUBM

1: Fix ε > 0; τmax;M = τmax/ε;
2: nmax ← 0; τ1 = ε; k← 0
3: while nmax = 0 do
4: k← k+ 1
5: if CPUBM(k+ 1, τ1) ≥ CPUBM(k, τ1) then
6: nmax ← k
7: end if
8: end while
9: n∗1 = nmax
10: for m = 2 to m = M do
11: τm ← mε

12: n∗m ← argminn∈{n∗m−1,n∗m−1−1}C
PUBM(n, τm)

13: end for
14: m∗ = argminm∈{1,...,M}CPUBM(n∗m, τm)

15: Output: τ ∗ = τm∗ ; n∗ = n∗m∗

Finally, observe that the best policy parameter setting is n =
1 and τ = τ ∗(1). However, if n 	= 1, then we should choose τ

such that nτ ≈ τ ∗(1). This can also be observed in Figure 2 by
noting the equivalent property that τ ∗(n) ≈ τ ∗(1)/n.

4. Periodic condition-basedmaintenancemodel

In this section, we study the second single-item policy that
we propose. Consider a component that degrades according
to a delay time model with exponential time to defect X and
delay time Z with corresponding distributions, densities, and
failure (hazard) rates P(X ≤ x) = FX (x), fX (x) = dFX (x)/dx,
hX (x) = fX (x)/(1− FX (x)) and analogous definitions for Z.
Note further that the lifetime of a component under delay time
degradation is given by T = X + Z. There is a scheduled down
every τ time units. During a scheduled down,we can perform an
inspection at costCi. The assumption that X has an exponential
distribution fits well in many settings, as explained in Section 1.

We will analyze the following periodic condition-based
maintenance (PCBM) policy for such components: The com-
ponent is inspected every nτ time units, where both n ∈ N and
τ > 0 are policy parameters. If the component is found to be
defective during inspection, we apply a preventive replacement
at cost Cp ≥ 0. If the component fails before a defect is found
at an inspection, we apply minimal repair at a cost of Cr ≥ 0.
This minimal repair will restore the component to a condition
that is statistically identical to its state just prior to failure, in
the sense that its failure rate is restored to the failure rate of
the delay time random variable at the time of failure. We thus
assume that a minimal repair will never take a component out
the defective state. If a minimal repair occurs between sched-
uled downs, then there is a full replacement at the next sched-
uled down at the cost Cu ≥ 0. (Note that an inspection may
not have been planned at the next scheduled down.) Usually
Cu ≥ Cp because it is more difficult to maintain a component
that has been “kept together” by minimal repairs, but our analy-
sis does not require this assumption. Finally, there is an inspec-
tion cost Ci ≥ 0 per inspection epoch. A sample path of this
policy is shown in Figure 4. Observe that each time a compo-
nent is replaced or inspected is a renewal point due to the lack
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Figure . Sample path of a policy with minimal repair between inspection epochs and delay time degradation.

of memory of X . Therefore, the PCBM policy can be analyzed
with renewal theory.

We note that the PCBM policy may not always outperform
other policies for components subject to delay time degrada-
tion. However, its periodic nature makes it adept in exploiting
economies of scale among different components in the same sys-
tem. Finally, we also note that in practical applications, the delay
time degradation model only makes sense if the delay time is
short relative to the time to defect.

4.1. Performance evaluation

The expected cycle length under the PCBM policy can be found
in the same way as for the PUBMpolicy and is the same as given
in Equation (1):

ECL =
n−1∑
k=1

kτP ((k− 1)τ ≤ T ≤ kτ )+ nτP(T ≥ (n− 1)τ )

=
n−1∑
k=1

kτ [FT (kτ )− FT ((k− 1)τ )]

+ nτ (1− FT ((n− 1)τ )). (5)

Finding the expected costs incurred during a renewal cycle is
more involved. The crux is again to determine the expected
number of minimal repairs during a renewal cycle. To this end,
we defineY as the number of minimal repairs that occur during
a renewal cycle.

Proposition 2. The expected number of minimal repairs during a
renewal cycle of the PCBM policy satisfies

E[Y ]

= FT (nτ )+
∫ nτ

x=0

∫ nτ−x

z=0

∫ z+� x+z
τ
�τ−x

t=z
hZ(t ) fX (x) fZ(z)dtdzdx,

where �x� denotes x rounded up to the nearest integer.
Proof. Without loss of generality, let us study a renewal cycle
starting from time 0 and consider E[Y | X = x,Z = z] rather
than E[Y ] directly. Due to the conditioning, the first minimal
repair occurs at time x+ z if and only if x+ z < nτ . Further-
more, if x+ z < nτ , then for t ∈ (x+ z, �(x+ z)/τ�τ − x|)
minimal repairs occur at rate hZ(t ). Alternatively, if x+ z ≥ nτ ,
then nominimal repairs occurs during the renewal cycle. There-
fore, we have

E[Y | X = x,Z = z]

=
{
1+ ∫ � x+zτ �τ−x

t=z hZ(t )dt, if 0 ≤ x+ z ≤ nτ ,
0, otherwise.

(6)

Now we can uncondition to find

E[Y ] =
∫ ∞
x=0

∫ ∞
z=0

E[Y | X = x,Z = z] fX (x) fZ(z)dzdx

=
∫ nτ

x=0

∫ nτ−x

z=0

[
1+

∫ � x+zτ �τ−x
t=z

hZ(t )dt

]
fX (x) fZ(z)dzdx

= FT (nτ )+
∫ nτ

x=0

∫ nτ−x

z=0

∫ � x+zτ �τ−x
t=z

hZ(t ) fX (x) fZ(z)dtdzdx,

(7)

where the first equality follows from the law of total probability,
the second from using Equation (6) and using that the length of
an inspection interval is nτ , and the third by observing that∫ nτ

x=0

∫ nτ−x

z=0
fX (x) fZ(z)dzdx = P(T ≤ nτ ).

�

The expected cycle costs can be expressed as

ECC = CrE[Y ]+CuP(T ≤ nτ )+CpP(X < nτ ∩ X +Y > nτ )

+ P(T ≥ nτ )Ci

= CrE[Y ]+CuFT (nτ )+Cp

∫ nτ

x=0
(1− FZ(nτ − x)) fX (x)dx

+Ci(1− FT (nτ )). (8)

The expected cost rate of a PCBM policy with parameters
n and τ follows from the renewal reward theorem (Tijms,
2003): CPCBM(n, τ ) = ECC/ECL where ECL is given by Equa-
tion (5) and ECC is given by Equation (8) with E[Y ] as given in
Proposition 2.

Remark 2: The case where a component’s condition is moni-
tored continuously, but maintenance is only possible at sched-
uled downs, can be modeled by setting n = 1 andCi = 0.

4.2. Optimization

The optimization of the PCBM policy (minimization of
CPCBM(n, τ )) is difficult. Although CPCBM(n, τ ) appears to be
convex in τ for fixed n, clearly minn∈NCPCBM(n, τ ) is not; see
Figure 5.However, the same approach used for theminimization
ofCPUBM(n, τ ) also works in this case. There are often practical
reasons to optimize τ over a fixed grid (e.g., weeks or months).
Let ε denote the granularity of the grid and let τm = mε for
m ∈ N. Enumeration is needed for formal optimality guaran-
tees, but the same heuristic that works for the PUBM policy also
works here in all cases we studied: For each τm on the grid, one
may find a (near) optimal n∗m by computingCPCBM(k, τ ) for k =
1, . . . , untilCPCBM(k+ 1, τ ) ≥ CPCBM(k, τ ) and use n∗m = k as
the optimal number of downs between planned inspections for
the given τm. This procedure can be further accelerated when
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Figure . The cost of a PCBM policy for different values of n and optimized over n ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5} for an exponential time-to-defect with mean  weeks and a Weibull
delay time distribution with shape β = 3 and scale α = 30withCp = 1000,Cu = 1500,Cr = 600, andCi = 50.

the grid size is sufficiently small: if n∗m is optimal for τm, then
n∗m+1 ∈ {n∗m, n∗m − 1}. This accelerated algorithm is outlined in
Algorithm 2

Algorithm 2 Optimization ofCPCBM

1: Fix ε > 0; τmax;M = τmax/ε;
2: nmax ← 0; τ1 = ε; k← 0
3: while nmax = 0 do
4: k← k+ 1
5: if CPCBM(k+ 1, τ1) ≥ CPCBM(k, τ1) then
6: nmax ← k
7: end if
8: end while
9: n∗1 = nmax
10: for m = 2 to m = M do
11: τm ← mε

12: n∗m ← argminn∈{n∗m−1,n∗m−1−1}C
PCBM(n, τm)

13: end for
14: m∗ = argminm∈{1,...,M}CPCBM(n∗m, τm)

15: Output: τ ∗ = τm∗ ; n∗ = n∗m∗

Figure 5 also reveals that τ ∗(n) ≈ τ ∗(1)/n also for the PCBM
policy. (Here, τ ∗(n) denotes the minimizer ofCPCBM(n, τ ) over
τ for a fixed n.) The reason for this is analogous to the reason
why this holds for the PUBM policy; see Section 3.2.

5. Maintenance programs for multi-component
system

In Sections 3 and 4, we have introduced two single-item main-
tenance models. However, components belong to a system con-
sisting of many components, whichmeans that themaintenance
policies per component need to be coordinated. We introduce
this optimization problem formally, give a solution approach,
and conclude this section with an example.

5.1. Problem description

Consider a system consisting of multiple components that are
subject to failure. Let I denote the set of all components in a
system and let IPCBM denote the set of components for which
we apply the PCBM policy and IPUBM denote the set of compo-
nents for which we apply the PUBM policy; IPCBM ∩ IPUBM = ∅
and IPCBM ∪ IPUBM = I. The system will have a scheduled down
every τ time units. τ is a decision variable at the system level.
Each scheduled down incurs an expected cost of Cd so that the

cost-rate due to scheduled downs is Cd/τ . Note that this cost
term links all components together as they share the scheduled
down interval τ .

For each component i ∈ IPUBM , the lifetimeTi, its distribution
FTi (t ), and density fTi (t ) are given, as well as the cost of a mini-
mal repairCr,i, corrective replacementCu,i, and planned preven-
tive replacement Cp,i. We apply the PUBM policy as described
in Section 3 with τ as the time between scheduled downs. For
each component i ∈ IPUBM , we need to decide on the number of
scheduled downsni beforewe apply preventivemaintenance.We
letCPUBM

i (ni, τ ) denote the average cost-rate of a component i ∈
IPUBM when scheduled downs are τ time units apart and ni is the
number of scheduled downs before component i is replaced pre-
ventively. Furthermore, we let CPUBM∗

i (τ ) = CPUBM
i (n∗i (τ ), τ ),

where n∗i (τ ) minimizesCPUBM
i (ni, τ ) over ni ∈ N for a given τ .

Components i ∈ IPCBM are assumed to have an exponential
time to defect, Xi, and generally distributed delay time Zi with
corresponding known distributions and densities. Corrective
maintenance costs Cu,i, preventive maintenance costs Cp,i, and
minimal repairs costCr,i per repair. We control the system using
the PUBM policy described in Section 4. We let CPCBM

i (ni, τ )

denote the expected cost-rate incurred by component i ∈ IPCBM
when scheduled downs are τ time units apart and inspections
are planned ni scheduled downs after replacement. Further-
more, we letCPCBM∗

i (τ ) = CPCBM
i (n∗i (τ ), τ ), where n∗i (τ ) mini-

mizesCPCBM
i (ni, τ ) over ni ∈ N for a given τ .

The optimization problem that we seek to solve is the fol-
lowing multi-variable nonlinear non-convex mixed integer pro-
gramming problem:

(P1) min
τ,ni

∑
i∈IPUBM

CPUBM
i (ni, τ )+

∑
i∈IPCBM

CPCBM
i (ni, τ )+ Cd

τ
,

subject to ni ∈ N, ∀i ∈ I,
τ ≥ 0, (9)

which is equivalent to the following single-variable nonlinear
non-convex programming problem:

(P2) min
τ≥0

Csystem =
∑

i∈IPUBM

CPUBM∗
i (τ )+

∑
i∈IPCBM

CPCBM∗
i (τ )+ Cd

τ

(10)
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Table . Input parameters for an example with six components.

Weibull parameters of
life/delay time distribution

# Component Policy Cp Cu Cr Ci Mean time to defect α β

 Bearings PUBM    — —  
 Suspension unit PUBM    — —  
 Break unit PUBM    — —  
 Front axle PCBM       .
 Rear axle PCBM       .
 Compressor PCBM       

5.2. Solution approach

Optimization problems (P1) and (P2) are nonlinear and non-
convex, so we cannot hope for a very efficient algorithm.
However, for a fixed τ , the objective of Equation (10) can
be approximately evaluated by assuming that CPUBM,i(ni, τ )

and CPCBM
i (ni, τ ) are uni-modal in ni for fixed τ and using

a greedy search to find n∗i for each i ∈ I. A good solution for
optimization problem (P2) can therefore be found by evalu-
ating Csystem(τ ) using the scheme above on a sufficiently fine
grid τ ∈ {ε, 2ε, . . .}. In many practical applications, there is a
natural grid size, ε, because scheduled downs need to occur at
known occasions such as weekends or the end of the month.

5.3. Example

Consider a bogie that consists of six components with costs
and distribution data as indicated in Table 1. The optimal costs
for a given τ for each component are shown in Figure 6. The
optimal costs for each component are multi-modal, as we also
observed in Sections 3.2 and 4.2. The optimal n∗i (τ ) for each τ

and component are decreasing in τ as shown in Figure 7. This
is a consequence of our earlier observation that n∗i (τ − ε) ∈
{n∗i (τ ), n∗i (τ )− 1} for sufficiently small ε. The costs for the sys-
tem as a whole are obtained by summing the costs for each com-
ponent and adding the cost rate for scheduled downtimes,Cd/τ .

Figure 8 showsCsystem for the case thatCd = 6000. From this fig-
ure, we can see that the optimal time between scheduled downs
for the system as a whole is τ ∗ = 40 weeks leading to an optimal
system-wide cost ofC∗system = $389.04/week. The ni for this solu-
tion can be read from Figure 7 to be (n1, n2, n3, n4, n5, n6) =
(1, 1, 2, 1, 1, 1).

Remark 3: The availability is the primary concern of decision
makers for some systems. If we let ds denote the (expected)
length of a scheduled downtime and du,i denote the (expected)
length of an unscheduled down due the minimal repair of com-
ponent i ∈ IPUBM ∪ IPCBM , then the availability, A, of the system
as a whole is given by

A = 1− ds/τ −
∑

i∈IPUBM

∑ni
k=1 E[Yi((k− 1)τ, kτ )]

ECLi
du,i

−
∑

i∈IPCBM

E[Yi]
ECLi

du,i.

Decision makers seeking to minimize maintenance cost subject
to this availability constraint can use ourmodel and observe that
Cd andCr,i together serve as Lagrange multipliers of relaxing the
availability constraint. Availability targets can then be met effi-
ciently by solving the cost model repeatedly while increasingCd
andCr,i until the target is met.

Figure . Optimal cost per component for several scheduled down intervals τ .
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Figure . Optimal number of scheduled downs between planned maintenance.

Figure . Total optimal cost for the system as a whole for different scheduled down intervals.

6. Conclusions

We have proposed two single-item maintenance policies that
are convenient to use in a framework for multi-item mainte-
nance optimization. A key assumption that we havemade is that
there are scheduled downs that can be synchronized over multi-
ple components, duringwhich preventive periodic or condition-
based maintenance can be performed, while an unscheduled
down that results from the failure of one component is used
only to minimally repair that one component. This is a realistic
assumption if it is very important to have a failed capital asset
up as soon as possible or if it is impossible to perform thorough
maintenance on the failed component and other components
at unscheduled downs. Settings where this assumption holds
include maintenance of military equipment during a mission
and maintenance for ships that are sailing. We have explained
how themaintenance program for a complete capital asset can be
optimized if there are many components using different main-
tenance policies, and we have given an example.

It would be interesting to combine the models that we
have proposed with the models that Zhu (2015) has proposed.
He assumes in his models that at an unscheduled down, a

complete repair or replacement is performed on the failed com-
ponent and that other components may be repaired or replaced
as well. There are situations where his models fit well and there
are situations where our models fit well, but there may also be
situationswhere aminimal repair is interesting for some compo-
nents, while other components require a complete repair, which
gives the opportunity to also repair other components. From a
mathematical point of view, we do not expect too many difficul-
ties, except that the total costs cannot be evaluated exactly, since
that is not possible with the models of Zhu (2015). Determining
all of the required inputs for a complete capital asset will be chal-
lenging, but the resulting case study should be very interesting.

Combining a maintenance program with other constraints is
another interesting possibility for future research. For example,
if a user has multiple capital assets, or if the supplier of the
capital asset is responsible for the upkeep of many capital assets,
then synchronization of the maintenance over the complete
installed base becomes relevant. Sometimes clustering will be
interesting—for example, if systems are geographically close
to each other—whereas spreading out the work is interesting
if the workload of the service engineers is taken into account.
Rescheduling the exact timing of maintenance at an operational
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level is also interesting to look at, for instance, because of
unavailability of service engineers or spare parts.
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